
 
 פרשת דברים

Week #64 

Is it permissible to eat on Shabbos with the intention of preparing 
for the fast? 

One may eat in preparation of the fast, however one should not say 
that this is his intention. 

 
Is it permissible to take Tzom kal? 

It is permiissible. However there are Some Poskim that are 
stringent and one that wishes to follow that opinion can prepare 
before shabbos by dissolving the Tzom Kal in a drink before 
Shabbos.  

 
Is it permissible to take a walk for pleasure on Shabbos that is the 

ninth of Av? 
According to many Poskim it is not permissible to take a walk for 

pleasure on this Shabbos, especially after Chatzos. 
  

Is it permissible to wash dishes dishes on this Motzai Shabbos”? 
It is forbidden to wash dishes until Chatzos on sunday. If the dirty 

dishes are making the room unpleasant it is permitted to wash the 
dishes earlier. However according to some Poskim any washing 
of dishes throughout Tisha Ba'av may not be done with bare 
hands as this would be considered washing ones hands and is 
only permitted using gloves. 

 
When should one make a Borai Meorai Haaish? Borai Minei 

Besomim? 
Borai Meorei Ha’aish should be recited on Motzai Shabbbos even 

though havdalah is recited after the fast. “Besomim  is not used at 
all. 

 
If someone does not have to fast must they make  Havdallah  before 

eating? Is it permitted to drink wine? 
One that is permitted to eat must make Havdalla. The Havdallah 

should be made with wine or grape juice. The wine/grape juice 
should be given to a child under the age of nine. If that is not 
possible, it should be given to a child under ten. If there isn’t a 
child available, you may drink it. However, if you are generally not 
makpid to use wine over grape juice, you should use grape juice 
rather than wine. 


